THE AAIU THEIR ALLIES AND
OTHERS INITIATE THE KRP
KWANZAA REPARATIONS PROJECT

Many Mused the Infusion of Kwanzaa, but Dr. Maulana Karenga is Given
Credit as the Founder of Kwanzaa in 1966. He is a Black Nationalist, and
a Professor of Pan-African Studies, at Cal State University, Long Beach.
Some question Suspicious Activity during the Turbulent Times of the
FBI’s Cointelpro. People should not Judge a Person who has Dedicated
their Life to the Liberation of Black People. We can Practice Forgiveness.
When Christmas Ends Kwanzaa Begins on December 26th. It is the
Beginning of a Seven-Day Holiday, that was Created to Recognize and
Honor the Ancestral Roots of African-Americans. January 1st, is the Last
Day of the Kwanzaa Celebration. We should adhere for Black Liberation.
The Seven Principles of Kwanzaa
1. Umoja means Unity
2. Kujichaguila means Self-Determination
3. Ujima means Collective Work & Responsibility
4. Ujamaa means Cooperative Economics
5. Nia means Purpose
6. Kuumba means Creativity
7. Imani means Faith

The African-American Independent Union (AAIU), and their Allies, are at the end
of their Black History Month (BMH) - Juneteenth Reparations Project, {which
was reading and discussing their African-American Reparations/Sovereignty
(AARS) Global Black Reparations Plan, from February until May}. Some Blacks
have not even read AARS yet, but those who took the time to read AARS, during
that time, agreed AARS is by far their best reparations plan, because it is a comprehensive plan & most importantly we generate our own wealth from seed funds (SF).
So, we should give a global decree to increase and intensify activity demanding
AARS, starting on 6-1-22, to inspire our U.S. Government to ratify AARS by 619-22, Juneteenth. If AARS is not ratified by 6-19-22, all Blacks and others, (18
and older), should renew their call to endorse AARS from Juneteenth, {in their
new sincere informative, Kwanzaa Reparations Project (KRP), to circulate, read,
and discuss all articles on this homepage), from Juneteenth until Kwanzaa}. We
host KRP to win reparations, and remember George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, the
Boston Victims, and all the other innocent and unarmed Black people, who were
unjustly terrorized and killed by the police, and white supremacists!!
KRP gives everyone (18 & older), a chance to read & endorse AARS, if it meets
their approval. {We ask everyone to go to section 10, on the bottom of the page, to
send your brief statement to endorse AARS}. That will elevate their global decree to
demand AARS, from June until December, in the KRP. {KRP can motivate more
allies and our reserved government, to agree to ratify AARS by 12-1-22, as an
apology, atonement, and as a Kwanzaa Gift, for the Global Black Family}.
{{In order to stop corruption in the reparations arena, we are asking all local,
national, and global media outlets; spiritual leaders, politicians, educators, the rich
and wealthy, people from all races and ethnicities, including college instructors and
students (18 and older), to engage in the KRP}}. People leaked reports of some
swayed instigators depositing reparations funds, for irrational conclusions to limit or
eliminate reparations. That is another divisive tactic used against Blacks, and a waste
of time and money, because we already have AARS, and other reparations plans.
Requesting more research forges corruption, because all we should be doing now
is comparing reparations plans, to find AARS is by far the best reparations plan, and
more research only delays reparations, and gives people a chance to steal; corruption.
Honest people can take corruption out of the reparations arena by engaging KRP.
AARS guarantees transparency, and has provisions to provide reparations for
all Blacks (18 & older), in the U.S. this year, on 12-1-22, then all Blacks in Africa,
throughout the Diaspora, and Globally soon thereafter.

All Blacks in the U S. 18 & older have an Internal Black Plebiscite Vote (PV), during
Black History Month of ‘23, {to claim an injured & indigenous status, AARS, and 1
of 3 reparations models to reside}. Then, our AARS Congress Dialogue will Slowly
Dissolve and End Racism/Police Terrorism! Next, we discuss why AfricanAmericans and Black people never came close to reaching equality in integration,
and why they are still abused, mistreated and oppressed to this day, (RACISM)!
African-Americans and all Blacks in the U.S., 18 and older, please read all 10
sections listed below to prepare for your PV. {Then most Blacks will want to leave
racism/police terrorism in integration, to build their own new, beautiful, elite, and
safe repatriated and sovereign cities, near ocean & prime fertile land via AARS,
right here in America, and abroad}. {All others please read all 10 sections before
submitting your ideas to help repair the Black Family, on section 10 on 2-28-23}.
It should be clear after reading this website, that Blacks have the ability, desire,
experience, knowledge, and AARS, to link their top Professionals, with the Army
Corps of Engineers, and Certified Unions, to build their own new beautiful, elite &
safe repatriated & sovereign cities, for group autonomy, progress, and protection.
The Agenda Below is 10 Sections of Documented Research: The AAIU studied
the issue for more than 40 years, then cooperated with others to produce the AfricanAmerican Reparations/Sovereignty (AARS) Global Black Reparations Plan.
Everyone please review all docs on this homepage, to fully understand AARS.
People interested in improving integration should focus on this homepage and
sections 1 & 2. People interested in expanding repatriation should focus on this
homepage and sections 5 & 6. People interested in creating sovereignty should
focus on this homepage & sections 8 & 9. We do all three models simultaneously
with AARS, to help Blacks unite in America and globally, then to promote global
racial reconciliation. Therefore, AARS facilitates Blacks uniting to seek justice
and satisfaction via reparations, and racial healing among all nations and races.
1. What is Racism / Ending Racism & Police Terrorism
2. The Plebiscite Vote (PV) / Integration & Sovereignty
3. Dialogue to Remove Divisions / Unity for Group Autonomy Peace & Progress
4. Promos for the AAIU / and the Sports Entertainment & Education Group (SEEG)
5. Repatriation / Africa / 30 Reasons for Reparations
6. Politically Active Black Women / Was Jesus a Black Man / The Black Madonnas
7. EE Criticism Letter to Inspire Blacks to Demand AARS / Blacks in the Future
8. The Reparations Explanation / Guidelines / Reparations Land & Money Awarded
9. It Takes A Collective Response to End Racism & Police Terrorism
10. All Black Plebiscite Vote (PV) / All Others (18 & older) Submit Ideas for Repair

